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Climate change is increasing fire activity in the western United States,
which has the potential to accelerate climate-induced shifts in vegetation
communities. Wildfire can catalyze vegetation change by killing adult
trees that could otherwise persist in climate conditions no longer
suitable for seedling establishment and survival. Recently documented
declines in postfire conifer recruitment in the western United States may
be an example of this phenomenon. However, the role of annual climate
variation and its interaction with long-term climate trends in driving
these changes is poorly resolved. Here we examine the relationship
between annual climate and postfire tree regeneration of two dominant, low-elevation conifers (ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir) using
annually resolved establishment dates from 2,935 destructively sampled
trees from 33 wildfires across four regions in the western United States.
We show that regeneration had a nonlinear response to annual climate
conditions, with distinct thresholds for recruitment based on vapor
pressure deficit, soil moisture, and maximum surface temperature. At
dry sites across our study region, seasonal to annual climate conditions
over the past 20 years have crossed these thresholds, such that conditions have become increasingly unsuitable for regeneration. High
fire severity and low seed availability further reduced the probability
of postfire regeneration. Together, our results demonstrate that
climate change combined with high severity fire is leading to increasingly fewer opportunities for seedlings to establish after wildfires and
may lead to ecosystem transitions in low-elevation ponderosa pine
and Douglas-fir forests across the western United States.
ecosystem transition
Douglas-fir

juveniles of the same species (6, 14, 15). Disturbance-catalyzed change
at lower treeline, where trees grow at the warm, dry margin of their
climatic tolerances, may be one of the first visible signs of forest ecosystems adjusting to new climate conditions. Recent evidence suggests
that wildfires may already be catalyzing vegetation shifts in forests
across the western United States (16), with limited tree regeneration
following fires in recent decades (e.g., refs. 17–19). This is particularly
acute in low-elevation forests (17, 20–23), implicating climate change as
an important driver of regeneration failures. However, the annual climate conditions which limit tree regeneration are poorly resolved,
and potential thresholds to regeneration have not been identified.
Understanding if recent reductions in postfire tree regeneration
signal an ecosystem transition (e.g., to a nonforested state) requires
a quantitative understanding of how seasonal to interannual variations in climate impact tree seedling germination and establishment.
Here we demonstrate that dry low-elevation Pinus ponderosa
(ponderosa pine) and Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir) forests
of the western United States have crossed a critical climate
threshold for postfire tree regeneration. We focused on ponderosa
pine and Douglas-fir because they are widespread ecologically and
Significance
Changes in climate and disturbance regimes may cause abrupt
shifts in vegetation communities. Identifying climatic conditions
that can limit tree regeneration is important for understanding
when and where wildfires may catalyze such changes. This study
quantified relationships between annual climate conditions and
regeneration of Pinus ponderosa (ponderosa pine) and Pseudotsuga
menziesii (Douglas-fir), two ecologically and economically important
conifer species in low-elevation forests of western North America.
We found that regeneration exhibited a threshold response to annual climate conditions and the forests we sampled crossed these
climate thresholds in the past 20 years, resulting in fewer recruitment opportunities through time. In areas that have crossed
climatic thresholds for regeneration, stand-replacing fires may result
in abrupt ecosystem transitions to nonforest states.
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A

s climate and disturbance regimes change, abrupt transitions are
increasingly recognized and predicted in ecological systems (1, 2).
Abrupt transitions between different ecosystem states can occur when
gradually changing environmental conditions cross critical thresholds
beyond which small changes produce large ecosystem responses (1, 2).
Before reaching a critical threshold or “tipping point,” gradual changes
in environmental conditions may cause increased variance but do not
necessarily lead to distinct changes in ecosystem states (1, 3, 4). In
stochastic environments, systems may oscillate between two states
before a transition (3, 5). For example, tree species that have climatic
thresholds for regeneration may experience episodic recruitment as
climate temporally varies between conditions that are suitable and
unsuitable for regeneration (refs. 6 and 7, Fig. 1). Despite widespread
interest in understanding ecological thresholds in an era of rapid
global change (8–10), quantifying abrupt climate-induced vegetation
shifts remains a substantial and important scientific challenge.
Stand-replacing fires can catalyze vegetation shifts during periods
of directional climate change, accelerating changes that would
otherwise take decades to centuries to play out (11–13). This is
particularly true in forest ecosystems, where adult trees can live for
centuries and tolerate a broader range of climate conditions than
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram depicting a simulated hypothetical annual climate
variable (e.g., mean summer temperature or vapor pressure deficit; solid line)
and the corresponding expected changes to the frequency of years suitable for
regeneration (dots), as mean climate conditions increase and cross a threshold
for regeneration (dashed line) (A). When climate conditions are suitable for
regeneration every year, other factors such as cone production may still cause
episodic establishment. As climatic thresholds are approached, the SD of climate suitability for regeneration increases, shown here using a moving 10-y
window and summarized with a locally weighted polynomial regression
smoothing (LOESS) (B). Once a critical threshold is crossed, variability declines
again, as fewer years are suitable for regeneration.

for each site from 1980 to 2015, while holding nonclimatic factors
constant (Figs. 3F and 4F). We found abrupt declines in modeled
annual recruitment probability in the 1990s for both species and
across all regions, with the exception of Douglas-fir in California and
Colorado. The cumulative probability of postfire recruitment calculated on a 5- and 10-y basis also declined in the Southwest and
Northern Rockies for both species, and in Colorado and California
for ponderosa pine (SI Appendix, Figs. S9 and S10). Change-point
detection analysis identified significant changes in modeled recruitment probability in the early to mid-1990s (SI Appendix, Table
S5). These declines in annual and cumulative recruitment probability correspond directly to years when mean climate conditions
approached threshold values for recruitment (Figs. 3 and 4), making
it increasingly unlikely that future climate conditions will be favorable (i.e., a cool or wet year) for subsequent regeneration pulses.
Theory predicts that variance in state variables will increase as
critical transitions are approached (3, 4), and then decrease once
thresholds are crossed (ref. 2, Fig. 1). Consistent with this, in most
regions we found that the variability in the modeled annual recruitment probability increased initially and then declined over time,
once climate thresholds were crossed (Figs. 3E and 4E). There were
two exceptions to this pattern, which highlight important complexities
in how climate change may impact postfire tree regeneration. First,
the annual recruitment probability of ponderosa pine in Colorado
varied little over time (Fig. 3E), because as mean VPD increased, so
too did interannual variability in VPD, such that some years were still
suitable for recruitment (Fig. 3B). Increased variability in climate
metrics was not seen in other regions. Second, the probability of
Douglas-fir regeneration in California sites likewise varied little over
time, reflecting little change in the mean and variability of the climate predictors of Douglas-fir recruitment (Fig. 4 B and D). Across
our study regions, we also observed higher variability in observed
recruitment at sites closer to the dry margins of tree distributions. By
analyzing the annual patterns of observed recruitment across sites, we

A

Results and Discussion
Annual rates of tree regeneration exhibited strongly nonlinear relationships with annual climate conditions, with distinct threshold
responses to summer VPD, soil moisture, and maximum surface
temperatures (Figs. 3 and 4). Across the study region, seasonal to
annual climate conditions from the early 1990s through 2015 have
crossed these climate thresholds at the majority of sites (SI Appendix, Fig. S8), indicating conditions that are increasingly unsuitable
for tree regeneration, particularly for ponderosa pine. We assessed
changes in the climate suitability for postfire regeneration by projecting our boosted regression tree models [mean area under the
curve (AUC) 0.81; SI Appendix, Table S4] with climate time series
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economically important conifers in low-elevation forests of western
North America. We sampled across climate gradients in space and
time (1988–2015) using annually resolved establishment dates from
2,935 trees that established after 33 wildfires in four regions across the
western United States (Fig. 2) to (i) quantify the relationship between
seasonal to annual climate and regeneration, (ii) identify critical climate thresholds for regeneration, and (iii) assess how climate suitability for postfire regeneration has changed over recent decades. To
isolate the effect of annual climate, we accounted for the effect of
other drivers of postfire regeneration, including fire severity and distance to seed source. Our results demonstrate threshold responses of
annual tree recruitment to vapor pressure deficit (VPD), surface
temperature, and soil moisture. Climate conditions in the lowelevation forests we sampled have repeatedly crossed these thresholds
over the past 20 y, revealing a decline in the climate suitability for
postfire tree regeneration across broad regions of the western United
States. These findings imply that increased frequency of standreplacing fires could initiate abrupt ecosystem transitions in lowelevation ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests.
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Fig. 2. Map of study site locations in the western United States (A), 30-y
(1981–2010) mean climatic water deficit for sample sites within each region
(B), and cumulative recruitment following fires for each site (C). Overall,
90 sites were sampled (see SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2 for details). Ponderosa pine (PIPO) and Douglas-fir (PSME) ranges are shown in blue in A (72).
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Fig. 3. Threshold response of recruitment to annual
climate and modeled annual recruitment probability
for ponderosa pine. Partial dependency plots from a
boosted regression tree model show the marginal
effect of the two most important climate variables
on annual recruitment probability, after accounting
for the average effects of all other variables in the
model (A and C). Annual time series of climate variables at each site averaged by region (B and D). Climate thresholds are identified with vertical (A and C)
and horizontal (B and D) dashed lines. Dots below
the lines in B and D represent years when that specific climate variable was suitable for regeneration.
The influence of both climate variables on regeneration
are summarized by the modeled annual recruitment
probability (F), while holding constant time since fire
(1 y), distance to seed source (50 m), and fire severity
(dNBR 412). Variability in annual recruitment probability
(E) is shown as the SD of recruitment probability values
from F, calculated in 10-y moving windows and plotted
with a LOESS. The metric vwc indicates the ratio of
water volume to soil volume.

showed that sites with drier 30-y mean climate conditions exhibited
more episodic recruitment than wetter sites (SI Appendix, Fig. S13;
t = −2.9, df = 69, P = 0.005), highlighting the prevalence of episodic
recruitment at sites near climatic thresholds (24, 25).
Differences between the sensitivity of ponderosa pine and
Douglas-fir to annual climate have important implications for
species-specific responses to climate change (26, 27). Both species
were sensitive to soil moisture; first-year conifer seedlings have
shallow root systems and frequently succumb to desiccation (28–31).
However, Douglas-fir regeneration was more strongly related to
spring soil moisture, which has not declined in recent decades, than
to soil moisture of the driest month, which has recently crossed
threshold values. This pattern explains the larger declines in annual
recruitment probability for ponderosa pine relative to Douglas-fir
(Figs. 3 and 4). Ponderosa pine was additionally sensitive to high
summer VPD, which leads to increased transpiration rates and increased plant water stress. VPD, which has increased over the past
several decades (ref. 32, Fig. 3), is recognized as an important factor
determining tree mortality, growth rates, and seedling survival (31,
33–36). VPD is predicted to increase in the future (32). Consequently, the probability of ponderosa pine regeneration at lowelevation sites will likely decline. Douglas-fir recruitment was sensitive to high maximum surface temperatures, which kill seedlings by
damaging vascular tissue (37–39). The threshold response we observed is consistent with previous experiments that show threshold
mortality responses to soil surface temperatures at or near 55 °C (37,
40). This mechanism of mortality is especially important in disturbed
areas where there is no remaining canopy cover to ameliorate high
maximum temperatures near the soil surface (41, 42). Intraspecific
differences in climatic tolerances are also likely to exist (43–45). For
example, across the study area, ponderosa pine recruitment was
more strongly related to site-specific VPD anomalies than raw VPD

values, suggesting that ecotypic variation or local adaptation among
populations in part influences how annual climate impacts germination and survival (36). However, in our models, geographic region
had a negligible effect on annual recruitment probability and no
strong interactions with annual climate variables. Thus, our results
suggest that consistent threshold relationships with annual climate
were identifiable across the entire range of both species.
While annual climate was an important driver of postfire regeneration, our findings also highlight that the nature of a fire event
strongly influences postfire regeneration. For example, the combined relative influence of annual climate variables on tree recruitment in our boosted regression tree (BRT) models was 24% for
ponderosa pine and 34% for Douglas-fir (SI Appendix, Fig. S3),
while the relative influence of distance to seed source, which is
largely determined by fire severity, was 32% for ponderosa pine and
21% for Douglas-fir (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). The importance of seed
tree availability in determining postfire regeneration has been
demonstrated across forest types in the western United States (e.g.,
refs. 17, 20, and 46), suggesting that increases in high severity burned
patch sizes (e.g., ref. 47) will significantly reduce tree regeneration.
Beyond affecting seed availability, fire severity can also affect regeneration by altering microclimate (41, 42, 48) or soil properties
and biota (49). Furthermore, high severity fire is correlated with high
postfire shrub dominance in some regions, which can limit ponderosa pine regeneration (19). Accordingly, we found that ponderosa
pine regeneration was lower at sites that experienced higher fire
severity (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). High shrub cover also corresponded
with more episodic establishment of ponderosa pine (SI Appendix,
Fig. S13; t = −3.2, df = 69, P = 0.002), with pronounced peaks of
regeneration immediately following fire at sites with high shrub
cover. Fire severity was much less influential for Douglas-fir regeneration (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Overall, our results indicate that
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the impacts of annual climate conditions on tree regeneration are
strongly mediated by multiple biotic and abiotic factors.
While our results reveal clear relationships between annual climate and the probability of tree regeneration, they are constrained
by two limitations. First, our statistical models focus on climate
conditions during the year of seedling germination. Theory and
observations highlight that mortality during the year of germination
is a key bottleneck affecting conifer demography (28, 30, 31, 39, 50).
Our results are consistent with this perspective: climate during
the year of germination was a significant predictor of tree demography at sites sampled years to decades after germination.
However, annual climate conditions in the years following germination through the year of sampling, may also affect seedling survival. Second, our statistical models did not account for cone or
seed production, an important determinant of tree regeneration
that also varies with annual climate conditions (51, 52). As years
with suitable conditions for regeneration become increasingly rare,
the episodic nature of cone production will likely further limit regeneration, particularly if years with high cone production do not
align with years with suitable climate for germination and survival.
Our results reveal an important pathway linking climate change
and interannual climate variability to recently observed reductions
in postfire tree regeneration. Our findings suggest that many lowelevation mixed conifer forests in the western United States have already crossed climatic thresholds beyond which the climate is unsuitable for regeneration. Once climate exceeds climatic thresholds for
regeneration and fire results in adult mortality, sites that currently
experience episodic recruitment may lose local tree populations (6).
We sampled dry ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir sites within each
region, but as climate continues to get warmer and drier (32, 53), more
areas will cross climatic thresholds that limit conifer recruitment. Increasing frequency of extreme fire weather could lead to more high
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1815107116
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Fig. 4. Threshold response of recruitment to annual
climate and modeled annual recruitment probability
for Douglas-fir. Partial dependency plots from a
boosted regression tree model show the marginal
effect of the two most important climate variables
on annual recruitment probability, after accounting
for the average effects of all other variables in the
model (A and C). Annual time series of climate variables at each site averaged by region (B and D). Climate thresholds are identified with vertical (A and C)
and horizontal (B and D) dashed lines. Dots below
the lines in B and D represent years when that specific climate variable was suitable for regeneration.
The influence of both climate variables on regeneration are summarized by the modeled annual
recruitment probability (F), while holding constant
time since fire (1 y), distance to seed source (50 m),
and fire severity (dNBR 412). Variability in annual
recruitment probability (E) is shown as the SD of
recruitment probability values from F, calculated
in 10-y moving windows and plotted with a LOESS.
The metric vwc indicates the ratio of water volume
to soil volume.

severity fire (54), while decreases in summer precipitation (55) coupled
with changes in fuel aridity and timing of spring snowmelt, have led to
more area burned across the western United States in the past several
decades (56, 57). The combination of more area burned, potentially at
high severity, with decreasing climate suitability for postfire regeneration could lead to rapid transitions from ponderosa pine and
Douglas-fir forests to nonforest vegetation. Our results highlight the
potential for ecological processes to exhibit rapid transitions, and we
expect that fire will increasingly catalyze vegetation shifts at lower
treeline in the future. The nonlinear relationships between annual
climate and regeneration observed in this study are likely not unique to
these two species (e.g., ref. 30). Thus, the combination of fire and
climate change may lead to abrupt ecosystem changes where other
tree species exhibit similar threshold responses to climate.
Materials and Methods
Our study was designed to understand the relationship between annual climate
conditions and postfire tree regeneration in dry conifer forests dominated by
P. ponderosa (ponderosa pine) and/or P. menziesii (Douglas-fir). We used dendrochronology to determine the germination year of trees established after 33 fires in
90 sites across four regions in the western United States: the Northern Rockies (NR),
Colorado Front Range (CO), Southwest (SW), and Northern California (CA) (Fig. 2).
Within each region, we sampled sites near the warm/dry limits of regional forest
extent, to bracket the climatic conditions suitable for recruitment; further, these
areas are where we would expect tree regeneration to be most sensitive to climate
change. We constructed a statistical model predicting the annual recruitment
probability at each site as a function of biophysical variables. The model results
provide insights into the nature of climatic and nonclimatic controls of postfire tree
regeneration, and through hindcasting, the model allowed us to assess how climate
suitability for tree regeneration has varied over the past several decades across our
study regions. The data and code used in this study are publicly available via the
Dryad Data Repository: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.pc3f9d8 (58).
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Dendrochronology. To identify the germination year of juvenile trees with annual
accuracy, sample stems were cut into 2.5-cm-long segments; the bottom of each
segment was progressively sanded with finer-grit sandpaper (up to 600–1,500 grit;
ref. 64) to reveal ring boundaries. Tree rings on each segment were counted at
10–40× with a Nikon SMZ stereomicroscope, and the segment with the most
rings, which also corresponded with the first appearance of pith, was used to age
the sample (24, 25, 65). We recorded visual marker years, but the young age of
the trees precluded more formal cross-dating methods. To test the precision of
our aging methods, 555 random samples were recounted by three technicians.
The mean (SD) difference in ring-count-based ages among the technicians was
0.298 (0.461) y. If ring boundaries were indistinct or pith dates were otherwise
ambiguous, then the sample was not included in the final dataset. In total, we
used 2,935 aged juveniles in our analyses (SI Appendix, Table S1).
Climate and Biophysical Data. We chose a suite of biophysical variables as
potential predictors of tree recruitment, based on their direct effects on seed
availability and plant–water relations impacting germination and survival. As
potential predictors of seed availability and site conditions suitable for
germination, we used the MTBS-calculated fire severity value for the 30 ×
30 m pixel including each site [differenced normalized burn ratio (dNBR)]
and the field-measured distance to seed source.
Bioclimatic variables included mean summer (June–August) VPD (in kilopascals), maximum surface temperature (in Celsius), mean spring (March–
May) soil moisture [volumetric water content (vwc), ratio of water volume to
soil volume], mean soil moisture of the driest month (vwc), and climatic water
deficit (in millimeters). Bioclimatic variables were calculated from gridded
climate data from 1979 to 2015 (55) with a resolution of 250 m at daily or
subdaily timescales and then summarized to seasonal or annual values (SI
Appendix, Supplemental Methods). Soil moisture and maximum land surface
temperature (LST) were modeled using the ECH20 ecohydrology model (66)
following methods described by Simeone et al. (31). Soil moisture was characterized at 0–10 cm, the depths reached by young conifer seedling roots.

and other biophysical variables (67). Annual recruitment was modeled as a binomial
process, with “success” defined by annual recruitment rates (no. juveniles ha−1·yr−1)
exceeding a region-specific threshold: the 25th percentile of annual recruitment
rates from among all years with recruitment for a given species in a given region.
This threshold accounts for varying forest density among regions (SI Appendix,
Table S1), and we use this value to represent the annual recruitment rate needed
for successful “regeneration” at each site. We also conducted our analysis using a
50th percentile threshold and juvenile presence/absence alone, which produced
similar results to those reported in the main text (SI Appendix, Figs. S4–S7).
Predictors used for the BRT models included both static and dynamic, timevarying variables. Static variables, specific to each site, included distance to seed
source and fire severity. Time-varying variables, specific to each year and site
combination, included time since fire, mean summer VPD (calculated as a sitespecific z score), maximum surface temperature, annual climatic water deficit
(calculated as a site-specific z score), mean soil moisture of the driest month, and
mean spring soil moisture. We developed an initial BRT model using all of the above
predictor variables, and then used the relative influence of each bioclimatic variable
to select the most influential moisture-related (i.e., deficit or soil moisture) and
energy-related (i.e., VPD or maximum surface temperature) variables; this resulted
in a final BRT model with five predictor variables: distance to seed source, fire
severity, time since fire, a moisture-related annual bioclimatic variable, and an
energy-related annual bioclimatic variable. We used R version 3.3.3 (68), the
package “dismo” (69), and the function “gbm.step” to fit BRT models. To account
for lack of spatial independence in our observations, each fold in the k-fold crossvalidation used by gbm.step included data from one fire (70), resulting in 25 folds
for the ponderosa pine model and 23 folds for the Douglas-fir model. We tested
predictive performance by leaving out each site, fitting a BRT model with the same
settings as above, predicting the holdout site, and then calculating accuracy (defined as the proportion of years with correct prediction) and the AUC statistic.
To examine how the climate suitability for recruitment has changed with shifts in
annual climate over the past 35 y, we used the species-specific BRT models to
hindcast annual recruitment probability at each site based on the site-specific annual
climate time series (1981–2015; SI Appendix, Fig. S8) and a constant distance to seed
source (50 m), time since fire (1 y), and dNBR value (412, the median across all sites).
This median dNBR value loosely corresponds to the median observed fire-related
tree mortality of 90%; such high mortality likely resulted from torching of individual trees, active crown fire, or smoldering at the base of trees, given the thick
bark of both study species. A range of distance-to-seed-source and dNBR values
were initially tested when hindcasting the models; while the mean annual recruitment probability differed based on these initial values, the temporal patterns
were consistent among different initial values (SI Appendix, Figs. S11 and S12).
Thus, because distance to seed source, time since fire, and fire severity were held
constant, the modeled annual recruitment probability at each site is a measure of
climate suitability for recruitment in the first year after a hypothetical fire. Modeled
annual recruitment probabilities for sites within each region were averaged to
create a single time series for each region and species combination (Figs. 3F and 4F).
We characterized the temporal variability in the regional annual recruitment
probability values by calculating the SD of recruitment probability in consecutive
10-y windows (Figs. 3E and 4E). We identified significant shifts in the regional time
series of annual (year 1 postfire) and cumulative (years 1–5 or 1–10 postfire) (SI
Appendix, Supplemental Methods) recruitment probabilities using a change-point
detection algorithm [Sup(F)] in the “strucchange” package in R (9, 71).

Data Analysis. We constructed BRT models for each species separately to predict
annual recruitment as a function of annual climate during the year of germination
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Field Sampling. In each region, we selected sites that burned at moderate to
high severity between 1988 and 2007 [based on Monitoring Trends in Burn
Severity (MTBS) data (59) and later field verified], had no postfire planting and
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50th percentile for each species within each region (SI Appendix, Supplemental
Methods). From a random set of sites that fit these criteria, we sampled a total
of 19 sites in CA (from six fires), 10 in CO (from five fires), 40 in NR (from 18
fires), and 21 in SW (from four fires) (SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). Historically,
forests in these regions experienced mixed severity fire regimes, with SW and
some CA sites characterized by low-severity surface fire regimes (60–62).
In NR, SW, and CA, sampling occurred in 60-m long belt transects with
variable width (2–40 m), with the goal of destructively sampling ∼30 trees per
transect. All trees that established following fire in each transect were sampled;
as all sampled trees were less than 25 y old, we use the term “juvenile”
hereafter to refer to sampled individuals. We destructively sampled juveniles to
obtain precise germination years, because field-based methods for estimating
tree ages are not accurate with annual precision (63). If no juveniles were
present at initial randomly identified sample points, site data were recorded
and the zero density was retained in the dataset; this occurred at 30% of sites.
Where none of the preselected random sample points within a fire yielded at
least 30 juveniles for sampling, new plots were located in areas with more
regeneration. Thus, field sampling was designed to accurately reconstruct tree
age structures (which inherently requires trees to be present), not the probability of juvenile presence/absence at each site.
To destructively sample juveniles, soil was excavated and a segment of the
stem from at least 10 cm below and 10 cm above the root–shoot boundary
was removed. At three points along each transect, shrub cover was estimated in 2 × 3 m plots. Distance to the nearest seed source (i.e., live reproductive tree) of each species was recorded from the center of the transect
with a laser range finder. Data collection in CO followed similar protocols,
although not enough Douglas-fir juveniles were sampled to be included in
this analysis. Additionally, juveniles in CO were defined as trees <150 cm in
height, which excluded three trees at two sites from sampling (25).
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